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Gender and age differences in expression of GABAA receptor
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Absence epilepsy is more prevalent in females, but reasons for this
gender asymmetry are unknown. We reported previously that
perinatal treatment of Long–Evans Hooded rats with the cholesterol
synthesis inhibitor (CSI) AY9944 causes a life-long increase in EEG
spike-wave discharges (SWDs), correlated with decreased expression
of GABAA receptor subunit γ2 protein levels in thalamic reticular and
ventrobasal nuclei (SS thalamus) [Li, H., Kraus, A., Wu, J.,
Huguenard, J.R., Fisher, R.S., 2006. Selective changes in thalamic
and cortical GABA(A) receptor subunits in a model of acquired
absence epilepsy in the rat. Neuropharmacology 51, 121–128]. In this
study, we explored time course and gender different effects of perinatal
AY9944 treatment on expression of GABAA receptor α1 and γ2
subunits in SS thalamus and SS cortex. Perinatal AY9944 treatment-
induced decreases in GABAA γ2 receptor subunits in rat SS thalamus
and increases in SS cortex are gender and age specific. The findings
suggest a mechanism for the higher prevalence of absence epilepsy in
female patients.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The γ2 subunit of GABAA receptors is highly expressed
throughout the brain. Knockout of γ2 results in about a 94%
reduction of benzodiazepine binding sites, while GABA binding
sites are only slightly reduced (Pritchett et al., 1989). This suggests
a crucial role of γ2 subunits in benzodiazepine responsiveness. Our
previous studies of an acquired absence epilepsy model demon-
strated that treatment of neonatal Long–Evans Hooded rats with a
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cholesterol synthesis inhibitor (CSI) resulted in enduring spike-
wave discharges (SWDs), despite the limited neonatal treatment.
Neurons acutely dissociated from CSI model thalamic nucleus
reticularis displayed a specific decrease in sensitivity to benzodia-
zepine (Wu et al., 2004). We observed a reduction of GABAA

receptor γ2 subunits in adult thalamic nucleus reticularis (nRt) and
in the ventrobasal (VB) region (SS thalamus), but not in
somatosensory cortex (SS cortex) (Li et al., 2006), suggesting that
decreased γ2 subunit expression may play an important role in
generation of thalamocortical SWDs in the acquired absence
epilepsy model in rats. SWDs in rats given cholesterol synthesis
inhibitors in the first weeks of life can be discerned as early as
postnatal 21, and the abnormal discharges can last into adulthood
(Cortez et al., 2001). To evaluate whether the alteration of GABAA

receptor γ2 subunits is correlated with the onset of SWDs, we
studied the effect of neonatal cholesterol synthesis inhibition on the
normal development of GABAA receptor subunits during postnatal
development. The goal of this study was to examine the effect of
neonatal treatment with CSI on the time profile of the GABAA

receptor subunit γ2 in SS cortex and SS thalamus, which are the
two major brain areas presumably responsible for the SWDs in
thalamocortical pathway (Inoue et al., 1993; Vergnes et al., 1990).
The potential alteration of α1 subunits also was examined because
the sites of benzodiazepines binding are between α1 and γ2
subunits (Sigel and Buhr, 1997; Sigel, 2002). A related goal was to
examine whether the neonatal treatment of CSI had gender
different effects on GABAA receptor subunits. This is of interest
because a higher prevalence of absence epilepsy occurs in female
than male patients (Janz, 1997). An abstract has reported some of
the preliminary findings (Li et al., 2006).

Methods

Preparation of model animals

Experiments were carried out according to protocols approved
by the Stanford Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
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Newborn Long–Evans Hooded rats were given injections of
AY9944, suspended in olive oil, subcutaneously at postnatal days
1, 5 and 9, at dosages of 15 mg/kg of weight per injection.
Neonatal rats were maintained on standard diets, including
suckling with their mother. Each litter was split into those
receiving AY9944 injections and those receiving olive oil control
injections of equal volume.

Total RNA isolation, reverse transcription and real-time
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

Isolation of total RNA from SS thalamus (nRt-VB region) and
SS cortex was performed at postnatal days 7 and 14, before the
onset of SWDs to avoid the seizure-induced alteration of GABAA

receptor subunits (Hwang et al., 2004) and at postnatal days 35 and
60, after sex characteristics have been established. The procedure
was the same as previously described (Li et al., 2006). In brief, the
isolation of total RNA was performed using the RNeasy Mini Kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's
instructions. The purity and concentration were determined
spectrophotometrically. cDNAwas prepared from total RNA using
oligo primers and Superscript reverse transcriptase according to the
accompanying protocol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Geno-
mic DNA was eliminated by DNase I. For real-time PCR, the
reactions were conducted by placing 10 μl of material into 96-well
plates, using the Quantitect SYBR Green PCR kit (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The PCR parameters were
94°C for 5 min, then 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 60 s,
repeating for 40 cycles. The amplification of synaptophysin RNA
was used as an internal control. The data from real-time PCR
experiments were analyzed by the comparative Ct method. The
parameter Ct is derived for each cDNA sample and primer pair; Ct

is an expression of amplification kinetics referring to the cycle at
which log-phase amplification reaches a pre-determined threshold.
For a given sample, Ct values for synaptophysin RNA were
subtracted from the Ct of each GABAA subunit to arrive at a ΔCt

value. The mean ΔCt from all control animal reactions was then
subtracted from the ΔCt for each control or treated sample to arrive
at ΔΔCt. This parameter (ΔΔCt) reflects the fold-difference of over-
or under-expression of GABAA subunits in CSI model rat tissue,
relative to control according to the expression 2−ΔΔCt. In each
experiment, samples were analyzed in triplicate for the indicated
numbers of rats. Table 1 lists the sequence of primers used in the
experiment.

Western blot analysis
The membrane fraction of SS thalamus or SS cortex protein

was obtained according to the protocol provided by Upstate (Lake
Placid, NY). All procedures were carried out at 0–4°C. A sample
of 40 μg membrane protein from control or model brain tissue was
electrophoresed on 10% Tris–HCl running gel and then transferred
to nitro-cellulose membranes. The membranes were then blocked
Table 1
Oligonucleotide primers used for real-time PCR

Gene 5′-primer (n=20) 3′-primer (n=20) GenBank
code

α1 aaggacccatgacagtgctc ggctcccttgtccactcata NM183326
γ2 gacgatgaccactctcagca acagtccttgccatccaaac NM183327
Synaptophysin actactcctcgtcggctgaa acagggtccctcagttcctt NM012664
with 5% nonfat milk in TBS buffer for 2 h at room temperature and
incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. The dilution
of antibodies was 1:1000 for rabbit polyclonal anti-α1 (Upstate)
and rabbit polyclonal anti-γ2 subunits (Chemicon International,
Inc., Temicula, CA), and 1:2000 for mouse monoclonal anti-
synaptophysin (Sigma). The membranes were then incubated with
secondary antibodies (goat anti-rabbit, or goat anti-mouse IgG
conjugated to horseradish peroxidase, 1:20,000) for 2 h at room
temperature and developed with enhanced chemiluminescence
reagents (Amersham, UK). Quantify One (Bio-Rad, CA) was used
to quantify the optical absorbency of Western blots. The relative
protein expression of GABAA receptor subunits was calculated as
the OD value of GABAA receptor subunit/OD value of
synaptophysin. All data in figures and text were expressed as
mean±SEM. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple
comparison tests were used to asses the differences in the
expression of α1 and γ2 subunits when more than two groups
were compared. The differences between control and CSI model
rats of the corresponding age in SS thalamus or SS cortex was
analyzed using two-tailed Student's t-tests. The data expressed
were either normalized to control-fold changes in mRNA or to the
ratio of target GABAA receptor subunit to synaptophysin in
Western Blot measures, and these ratio-based data sets are not
normally distributed. Therefore, we additionally analyzed loga-
rithmically transformed data sets to confirm statistical significance.
The level of significance criteria was set to p<0.05.

Results

Postnatal gender differences in the expression of GABAA subunits
during development

The postnatal developmental changes in expression of GABAA

α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs in SS thalamus and SS cortex were
examined in control rats. Expression of GABAA α1 and γ2 receptor
subunit mRNA increased during postnatal development from p7 to
p60 and significantly differed between SS thalamus and SS cortex
as well as between males and females at ages p35 and p60.

Expression of GABAA α1 receptor subunit mRNA increased
during postnatal development in SS thalamus (Fig. 1, upper left
panel) from p7 to p60 (1.00±0.04 vs. 12.39±1.00, respectively).
In SS cortex (Fig. 1, upper right panel), however, the most
pronounced increase in expression of α1 subunit mRNA was
between p7 and p35 (1.00±0.04 vs. 7.37±0.43). After p35, the
expression of α1 mRNA level in SS cortex was relatively constant
from p35 to p60 (7.37±0.43 vs. 6.96±0.61).

Increased expression of γ2 subunit mRNA in SS thalamus and
SS cortex from P7 to P60 was relatively modest. The expression
levels of γ2 subunit mRNA increased about four-fold in SS thala-
mus (Fig. 1, bottom left panel, γ2 mRNA-fold change 4.04±0.55)
and two-fold in SS cortex (Fig. 1, bottom right panel, γ2 mRNA-
fold change 2.12±0.17) during postnatal development from p7 to
p60. In the SS thalamus, the most pronounced increase in
expression of γ2 subunit mRNA was between p35 and p60,
representing a 150% increase. In SS cortex, the most pronounced
increased in expression of γ2 subunit mRNA levels was between
p14 and p35: approximately 110%. The level of γ2 expression was
relatively constant between p7 and p14, and between p35 and p60.

The expression of α1 and γ2 subunits in SS thalamus is sig-
nificantly lower in females compared to males at p35 (α1: female
7.85±0.13 vs. male 9.4±0.37, p<0.05; γ2: female 1.32±0.05 vs.



Fig. 1. Gender different postnatal developmental changes in expression of GABAA receptor α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs in the SS thalamus (left column) and SS
cortex of control (right column) male (filled square) and female (open circle) rats. The values of p14–60 mRNAs are normalized to that of p7 mRNA. Data are
expressed as mean±SEM, n=4–5. One-way ANOVA, *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001, comparison between ages p7–14, p14–35 and p35–60. T-test,
#p<0.05; ##p<0.01; ###p<0.001, comparison between male and female rats.
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male 1.84±0.09, p<0.01) and p60 (α1: female 10.93±0.39 vs. male
13.85±0.88, p<0.05; γ2: female 3.22±0.09 vs. male 4.85±0.4,
p<0.05). Such differences in expression of α1 and γ2 subunits
between male and female rats were also observed in SS cortex at
p35 (α1: female 6.79±0.1 vs. male 7.93±0.41, p<0.05; γ2:
female 2.06±0.05 vs. male 3.04±0.3, p<0.05). At p60, the
expression of α1 subunits in SS cortex was lower in females
(female 5.77±0.1 vs. male 8.15±0.19, p<0.001). The expression
of γ2 subunits in SS cortex tended to be lower in females, but not
at a level of statistical significance (female 1.94±0.19 vs. male
2.3±0.09, p=0.14).

Comparison of GABAA receptor mRNA expression in control and
CSI model tissue

Altered expression of α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs in CSI
model rats was modest but significantly differed from expres-
sion in their age-matched siblings for both female and male rats
(Fig. 2). In general, α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs were lower for
model animals in thalamus, but higher in cortex. A developmen-
tal profile for the changes is evident in Fig. 2. At age p7, no dif-
ference in expression of α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs was detected in
SS thalamus and SS cortex between control and model rats.
However, at age p14, the expression of both α1 and γ2 subunit
mRNAswas lower in CSImodel SS thalamus (α1 control 1.00±0.04
vs. CSI model 0.81±0.03, p<0.01; γ2 control 1.00±0.03 vs.
CSI model 0.83±0.04, p<0.02). A trend towards lower levels of
γ2 subunit mRNA levels in SS thalamus also was detected at
p35, but a significant difference was not observed. Expression of
α1 and γ2 subunits for control and model animals was at com-
parable levels in SS cortex. At p14, for control animals, α1 levels
were 1.00±0.05 vs. CSI model levels of 1.11±0.04 (p=n.s.). In
control cortex, γ2 levels were 1.00±0.04 vs. CSI model levels of
1.04±0.10 (p=n.s.). The levels of α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs in SS
cortex at age p35 and p60 also did not differ in control and CSI
model groups.

Comparison of GABAA receptor protein expression control and
CSI model tissue

Expression of α1 and γ2 subunit protein in CSI model SS
thalamus and SS cortex was compared at p14, p35 and p60 to
levels in age-matched control rats (combined female and male). No
difference in expression of α1 subunit levels was detected from
SS thalamus or SS cortex. However, a significant decline of γ2
subunit protein was detected from SS thalamus at p60 (control,



Fig. 2. The expression of α1 and γ2 subunit mRNAs in the SS thalamus (left column) and SS cortex (right column) of ages p7–60 control (solid line, n=4–9 in
each group) and CSI model (dash line, n=4–9 in each group) rats. One-way ANOVA, *p<0.05; **p<0.01 between CSI model and age-matched control groups.
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1.00±0.04 vs. CSI model, 0.79±0.05, p<0.001). In contrast to
the lower level of γ2 subunit protein in SS thalamus, an increase
of γ2 subunit protein was observed in SS cortex at age p60
(control, 1.00±0.03 vs. CSI model, 1.16±0.04, p<0.05). Fig. 3
summarizes the results of α1 and γ2 Western blots of membrane
protein extracted from the SS thalamus and SS cortex at p14, p35
and p60.
Gender difference in expression of GABAA receptor subunits

To examine whether the CSI model had gender-specific effects
on the expression of GABAA receptor subunits, we analyzed
female and male rats separately at p35 and p60. Fig. 4 shows the
results of α1 and γ2 Western blots of membrane protein extracted
from female and male SS thalamus and SS cortex at p35 and p60.
A reduction of expression of α1 subunit protein level was detected
in p60 female SS thalamus (control 1.00±0.04 vs. CSI model
0.79±0.04, p<0.02), but not in the male SS thalamus and SS
cortex. Expression of GABAA receptor γ2 subunit protein was
significantly reduced in the female p35 and p60 SS thalamus (p35:
control, 1.00±0.07 vs. CSI model, 0.82±0.04, p<0.02; p60: control
1.00±0.06 vs. CSI Model 0.71±0.05, p<0.01) but not in the male
SS thalamus (p35: control, 1.00±0.04 vs. CSI model, 0.97±0.04,
p=0.67; p60: control, 1.00±0.04 vs. CSI model 0.93±0.06,
p=0.25). In contrast, the expression of γ2 subunit protein in CSI
model SS cortex was increased in both females and males at p60,
compared to age-matched control SS cortex (Fig. 4, bottom, right
panels, female γ2 control 1.00±0.06 vs. CSI model 1.15±0.06,
p<0.03; male γ2 control 1.00±0.02 vs. CSI model 1.21±0.06,
p<0.02).
Discussion

This study shows that perinatal treatment with the cholesterol
synthesis inhibitor AY9944 induces subunit-specific and age-
specific changes in GABAA receptor subunits in rat SS thalamus
and SS cortex. Furthermore, alterations in GABAA receptor
subunits in CSI model rats are much more prominent in female
rats. The changes in thalamic γ2 subunits in our studies correspond
in time to the approximate period of emergence of abnormal spike-
waves rhythms in the EEGs of rats with acquired epilepsy, and also
with the gender predominance of absence epilepsy in female
patients, discussed below.

The developmental time course of gene expression for GABAA

receptor α1 and γ2 subunits was evaluated by using quantitative
real-time PCR methods to measure the amount of mRNA at four
postnatal ages from p7 to p60. The expression of GABAA α1 and
γ2 subunits is regional and temporal specific during brain
development (Golshani et al., 1997; Laurie et al., 1992; Yu et
al., 2006). We have demonstrated that, from p7 to p60, GABAA

receptor α1 subunit mRNAs are highly expressed and significantly
increase during postnatal development in both SS cortex and
thalamic VB nucleus, consistent with prior studies (Golshani et al.,
1997; Laurie et al., 1992; Yu et al., 2006). Few previous studies



Fig. 3. The expression of α1 and γ2 subunit protein in the SS thalamus (left column) and SS cortex (right column) of ages p14–60 control (solid line, n=8–16 in
each group) and CSI model (dash line, n=8–16 in each group) rats. One-way ANOVA, *p<0.05; ***p<0.001 between CSI model and age-matched control
groups.
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systematically investigated changes in expression of γ2 subunits in
cortex and thalamus during postnatal age from p7 to p60. For
example, Laurie et al. (1992) measured from embryonic time to
p12 and in adult male rats and found that the expression of γ2
subunits reached a moderate level by birth, which continued into
maturity in cortex. Yu et al. (2006) reported no change in
expression of γ2 subunit protein in SS cortex during p30 to p60.
We found no significant change in expression of γ2 subunits in SS
cortex from p7 to p14, and from p35 to p60, which agrees with the
above results; in addition, we found a slight increase in expression
of γ2 subunits in SS cortex from p14 to p35, which has not been
reported by others. The expression of γ2 subunits in SS thalamus
also moderately increased with brain maturation (Fig. 1), this result
differs from others, which found the expression of γ2 subunits in
thalamus reached a peak before birth, decreased after birth and was
very weak or undetectable in adult (Laurie et al., 1992). However,
the same research group and others demonstrated a fairly strong
expression of γ2 subunits in adult thalamus (Pirker et al., 2000;
Wisden et al., 1992), which favors our findings.

Our results demonstrate an interesting gender specific changes
in GABAA receptor α1 and γ2 subunits during development at p35
and p60. We found the expression of α1 and γ2 subunits in SS
cortex and SS thalamus consistently to be lower in females
compared to males. Increasing evidence (Majewska et al., 1986,
1990) suggests that neurosteroids and other sex hormones are
important neuronal modulators for GABAA receptors, but no
previous studies have systematically reported the different
expression of GABAA receptor subunits in adult male and female
brains; almost all studies of GABAA receptor subunit distributions
focused on male rats only or gave no indication of sex (Laurie et
al., 1992; Pirker et al., 2000; Wisden et al., 1992; Yu et al., 2006).

We previously showed that perinatal treatment with AY9944
leads to a decrease in GABAA γ2 subunit protein levels in adult rat
SS thalamus (Li et al., 2006). In the present study, we further show
that thalamic γ2 subunit protein levels are lower for model animals
than for controls by postnatal day 60 and are trending lower by age
35 days after birth. For female rats, showing a greater reduction of
γ2 subunit protein levels, a statistically significant reduction in
expression of both mRNA (23% reduction) and protein levels
(18% reduction) in the SS thalamus was detected by age 35.

The mRNA signals for γ2 subunits in CSI model SS thalamus
were lower in model animals by p14, which is before the onset age
of SWDs in CSI model rats at 3–6 weeks (Cortez et al., 2001).
Diminished expression of γ2 subunit mRNA persisted to p35 in
female rats, then returned to control levels at p60 for female rats.
These results suggest that decreased γ2 subunit mRNA expression
in SS thalamus may play an important role in emergence of
thalamocortical SWDs in the acquired absence epilepsy model
rats, probably through both transcriptional and post-translational
pathways.

In contrast to the reduction of expression of GABAA receptor
γ2 subunits in SS thalamus, γ2 protein levels increased slightly in
CSI model rat SS cortex at p60, suggesting that the regulation of
GABAA receptor subunits by perinatal AY9944 treatment is region



Fig. 4. The expression of α1 and γ2 subunit protein in SS thalamus (left column) and SS cortex (right column) at p35 and p60 male and female control (solid line,
n=4–8 in each group) and CSI model (dash line, n=4–8 in each group) rats. The insert is a representative Western blot sample of SS thalamic γ2 subunits
obtained from control (C) and model (M) p60 female and male rats. S: synaptophysin. One-way ANOVA, *p<0.05; ***p<0.001 between control and age-
matched CSI model groups. T-test, #p<0.05; ##p<0.01 between control and age-matched CSI model groups.
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specific. The increase in γ2 subunits in SS cortex was not observed
in adult CSI model rats (Li et al., 2006), nor at p35 (see Fig. 3).
Benzodiazepines bind in the cleft between the α1 and γ2 subunits
of the GABAA receptors. Since the α1 subunits in SS cortex are
unchanged, the increased γ2 subunits may account for the
increased benzodiazepine binding. The physiological significance
of the reciprocal changes in γ2 subunits between the SS thalamus
and the SS cortex at certain ages is not clear. One possibility is that
the increase in expression of γ2 subunits in SS cortex may be a
compensatory effect for decreased expression of γ2 subunits in the
SS thalamus because decreased γ2 subunits in SS thalamus could
increase excitatory inputs from thalamus to cortex. An alternative
speculation is that cortical changes result from ongoing exposure to
thalamocortical spike-waves. Our data do not allow us to identify
the mechanism of reciprocal subunit changes in thalamus and
cortex. The third possibility is that the regulation of GABAA

receptor subunits by neurosteroids is time, region and subunit
specific in brain (Follesa et al., 2002). When progesterone,
pregnenolone and allopregnanolone concentrations are lowered in
brain by administration of ethinyl estradiol and levonorgestrel, γ2
subunit mRNA and protein levels in cortex and hippocampus
increase; in contrast, the α1, α4 and β1–3 subunits are not affected
by this treatment (Follesa et al., 2002).

In addition to a decreased expression of γ2 subunits in SS
thalamus, we also detected a significant decrease in expression of
α1 subunit mRNAs at p14 (Fig. 2), before the onset of SWDs,
suggesting that the AY9944 treatment caused changes in GABAA
subunits in this CSI model rats, rather than the subsequent absence
seizures. Furthermore, the observation that neither α1 nor γ2
subunits changed in SS cortex at this age suggest the pathological
changes are likely to start at SS thalamus in this particular model.
A decreased expression of α1 protein levels at p60 female thalamus
also was detected in the present study (Fig. 4). This reduction in
expression of α1 protein was not observed at p35 or p60 male
thalamus. Taken together with the gender-specific modulation of
γ2 subunits in SS thalamus at p35 and p60, our results suggest that
sex hormones may pay a role in regulation of GABAA receptor
subunit levels.

Gender-specific behaviors are known to be determined by
steroid sex hormones, such as androgen and estrogen, during
critical periods of early perinatal development (Hutchison, 1997).
Perinatal CSI block lowers brain levels of cholesterol and
decreased cholesterol in turn reduces brain levels of neurosteroids
and other sex hormones (Baulieu et al., 2001; Tsutsui et al., 2000).
Cholesterol is metabolized to pregnenolone, then by 3-beta-
hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, to progesterone (Chan et al.,
2000). If AY9944 is administered to pregnant rats, then both
cholesterol and progesterone levels in brain are reduced as early as
24 h after treatment, with progesterone falling to 40% of controls
(Kolf-Clauw et al., 1996).

Neurosteroids such as allopregnanolone decrease neurogenesis
in rat hippocampus, with a differential effect for female and male
rats (Galea et al., 2006). Differences, although relatively small, are
seen between female and male rats in ability of progesterone to
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influence muscimol binding at, and chloride flux through, the
GABAA receptor (Wilson and Biscardi, 1997). Therefore, it is
plausible to speculate that cholesterol synthesis inhibition could
lead to decreased γ2 subunits of the GABAA receptor, different for
female and male rats, although the precise mechanism for this
sequence of events remains unknown.

Clinical absence epilepsy is more prevalent in females than
males (Janz, 1997; Wisniewski et al., 1991). Previous studies in the
AY9944 CSI model showed that female rats had up to three-fold
more spike-wave discharges (SWDs) per hour and twice the SWDs
duration per seizure than did male rats (Persad et al., 2002). Our
results provide a possible mechanism for this female prevalence of
EEG spike-waves. Assuming that the findings in the CSI model
can be extended to other animal models and to clinical epilepsy,
then the predilection of EEG spike-waves for females may result in
part from differential regulation of GABAA receptor subunits in
males and females.

This study has several interpretive limitations. As with all
animal models, questions arise about applicability to clinical
disorders. The CSI model is designed to model absence provoked
by a perinatal injury. Block of cholesterol synthesis provides such
an injury in our model, but it rarely is encountered in patients.
When a clinical condition does demonstrate problems with
cholesterol trafficking (e.g., Niemann–Pick, Type C) or cholesterol
synthesis (e.g., Smith–Lemli–Opitz disease), then seizures do
sometimes result (Brady et al., 1989; Fink et al., 1989). Whether
our GABAA subunit changes would be seen with other types of
neonatal insults remains uncertain. Additionally, correlation of γ2
subunit changes with approximate time of onset of spike-waves in
model rats cannot be taken to imply causation. Both could result
from other, unexplored factors.

Other interpretive problems derive from the relatively global
measurements of regional mRNAs and proteins. We did not
distinguish nRt from VB regions of thalamus, but we always
analyzed these regions in a conjoint tissue sample. nRt and VB play
different physiological roles in thalamus (Scheibel, 1997; Zhang et
al., 1997), and the profile of GABAA receptor subunit changes with
development might also be different. Similarly, we did not
distinguish global tissue levels of subunit protein or mRNA from
levels associated specifically with neurons, or with neuronal
membranes. Such an analysis might show different subunit develop-
mental profiles. The γ2 subunits come in two different splice
variants, a shorter γ2S fragment and a longer γ2L fragment (Whiting
et al., 1990). Tracking of γ2 splice variants in different regions, ages
and genders might contribute further insights to our basic obser-
vations, but we lacked specific antibodies to make this distinction.

In conclusion, our findings support the hypothesis that absence
seizures acquired by perinatal block of cholesterol synthesis are
associated with reduced γ2 subunits of the GABAA receptor in the
SS thalamus, especially in female rats. Further work will be
required to determine the mechanisms of these changes and to
judge their applicability to the clinical arena.
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